
Lunar table
A striking collection of  tables 
that master the art of  disguise



Lunar table

Referring to its full-moon silhouette, 
the graceful Lunar table is available 
in four beautiful surfaces made from 
gorgeous marble and warm, stately 
oak. With height options of  40 or 45 
cm, the Lunar tables can be arranged 
either individually or in a cluster to 
create a unique table decor, making 
the tables both a sophisticated and 
functional choice for any office lobby or 
soft open living space. The Lunar table 
is available with an elegant frame and 
X-base in polished or black-lacquered 
aluminum. Together with the countless 
tabletop options, Lunar is the perfect 
coffee or side table for any style of  
decor. 

Perfect coffee or side table 
for any style of decor



Collection overview

Lunar coffee table H40 Ø70 cm alu
H: 40 x Ø: 70 cm

Shown in black marble

Lunar coffee table H45 Ø60 cm alu
H: 45 x Ø: 60 cm

Shown in black marble

Lunar coffee table H45 Ø60 cm black alu
H: 45 x Ø: 60 cm

Shown in black marble

Lunar coffee table H40 Ø70 cm black alu
H: 40 x Ø: 70 cm

Shown in black marble

Lunar table



Description
The name of the Lunar table refers to the tabletop’s 
silhouette of a full moon and comes in six beautiful 
surfaces of breathtaking marble and warm oak. 
Perfect as a side or coffee table, Lunar can be 
arranged individually or together in a cluster of several 
Lunar tables to create a unique setting both refined 
and functional, an excellent choice for the lobby or 
home living area.

Designer / Year of design
Simon Legald, 2021

Material
Base in casted aluminum center in polished aluminum 
or powder coated black aluminum. Tabletop in black 
marble, white marble, oak veneer or black painted oak 
veneer.

Product facts

Lunar table



Construction 
Lunar table consist of a casted aluminum center-
base with four legs available in polished aluminum or 
powder coated black aluminum. The tabletop comes 
in black marble, white marble, oak veneer or black 
painted oak veneer. Lunar table is available in two 
heights.
The marble tabletops are treated with a surface 
treatment that penetrates into the material and 
thereby provides a long-term protection. The surface 
should not be exposed to acidic foods or beverages, 
which can leave stains on the surface.

Maintenance
Clean with a damp cloth.

Form armchair swivel 4L full upholstery aluminum

Lunar table



Aluminum base

Tabletop wood

Tabletop marble

Material options

Black
(Black pearl)

Black

Coffee
(Dark emperador)

Sand
(Light emperador)

Aluminum Black aluminum

Oak

White
(White carrara)
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Contact
Normann Copenhagen

Østerbrogade 70, 2100 Copenhagen, Denmark
normann@normann-copenhagen.com

+45 35 55 44 59


